Abstract
This thesis aims to diagnose the main motivation behind Qoheleth’s view of life in the book
of Ecclesiastes—mainly “death” and its function towards the meaning of human life. The
well-known verse “Vanity of vanities, says the Teacher, vanity of vanities! All is vanity”
(Eccl. 1:2) is quite the reason why Ecclesiastes is not a popular book among pastors who
preach in churches. While mainstream readers consider the book pessimistic in terms of the
meaninglessness of human existence, this thesis explores and sorts out the various positions
which scholars specializing in this book or in wisdom literature may hold. The idea of death
has always been a source of anxiety for humankind, and it is certainly an important topic that
Qoheleth himself tackles. However, death is frequently viewed as a subsidiary issue under the
many themes that are discussed among scholarly interpretations of the book. Thus, in order to
locate and emphasize the theme of death in scholarly analysis, this thesis categorizes
scholarly positions into the pessimistic, the optimistic, and the mixed views toward life. It
points out that the reason for division among the various positions lies in how God’s
sovereignty affects human lives and how death can manipulate the meaning of life. The
remaining parts of the thesis are dedicated to searching how Qoheleth uses death as a
reflective agent to understand life: by looking at death in terms of “vanity,” death in
Qoheleth’s cycle of creation, and death in the theme of time. Overall, the main issue at hand
is to pinpoint death as the focal factor for Qoheleth’s understanding of life, and to underscore
death as not the element of dread but an inevitable process that provides motivation to rethink
human life.
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ၰਜύၰޣȐQohelethȑჹғڮԖځᐱـޑှǴࢂԖձܭᙑऊᇡޕύޑᢀᗺǶ
ҁፕЎԑӧزၰޣՉࡘ៏ङࡕޑচΚˇˇȨԝΫȩаϷԝΫჹܭΓғޑཀ
ကࢂցڀԖϯфૈǶၰਜύӜޑȨၰޣᇥǺޑޜޜǴޑޜޜǴΥ
٣ࢂޜȩ
Ȑ1:2ȑёᇥࢂӦБ௲ޣށϐ܌аόதӧᘶࡨύаၰਜࣁЬᚒЎޑচ
ӢǶҗܭલЮཀကޑғڮᄊࡋаϷੌคᒏޑӸԖᢀǴЬࢬ᠐ޣதаΓғޑൿᢀፕ࣮ࡑ
ҁڔਜǶᏃᆅӵԜǴҁፕЎ၂კவߐࣴزၰਜ܈ඵችЎᏢޑᏢޣፕॊύ൨פ٠ᘜય
όӕޑᢀᗺǶԝΫۺཷޑϷགྷႽਔதࣁΓᜪٰขቾǴԶԝΫዴჴΨࢂၰޣҁ܌يೀ
ޑख़ाᚒǶฅԶӧӭၰਜޑᏢೌࣴزύǴԝΫததѝຎࣁځдЬᚒϐΠ
ޑԛाፕǶࣁΑૈፕ٠மፓόӕᏢޣᢀᗺύჹܭԝΫޑΑှǴҁፕЎஒᏢࣚҥ
ϩࣁჹғڮൿᢀፕޣǵᢀፕޣϷᆕӝᄊࡋፕޣǶϣЎࡰрᏢࣚፕፓϩޑݔЬӢ
ӧܭࡆЬӵՖቹៜΓڮаϷԝΫӵՖ༟ғڮཀကޑᇡޕৡ౦ǶഭᎩޑϩ߾Ҕܭ
ၰޣӵՖၮҔԝΫբࣁϸࡘғڮཀကޑ൞ϟʏॷ᜔ǺϩձҗȨޜȩЬᚒǵҗ
ၰޑޣൻᕉԄബᢀǵҗਔ໔ਣࢎѐওԝΫޑᚒǶᡏԶقǴҁፕЎޑ२ाҺ୍ӧ
ࡰܭрԝΫࢂၰޣҔٰΑှ٠ϸࡘғڮҁ፦ޑᜢᗖाનǴ׳மፓԝΫ٠ߚٰ৮ឨǴ
ϸԶӢࣁԝΫࢂΓڮคёᗉխޑᐕำԶԋࣁϸࡘΓғޑΚǶ!
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